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A tokamak plasma near equilibrium can be perturbed with modulated power
sources, such as modulated electron cyclotron heating, or repeated cold pulse
application. Temperature response to cyclical changes in profiles parameters
that are induced by modulated power deposition can be used to test
theoretical transport models as well as improve experimental phenomenology
used to optimize tokamak performance. The goal of this document to discuss
some methods of analyzing electron temperature data in the context of
energy transport. Specific experiments are considered in order to
demonstrate the methods discussed, as well as to examine the electron
energy transport properties of these shots.
Electron cyclotron emission provides a convenient way to probe electron
temperature for plasmas in thermal equilibrium. We can show that in
tokamak devices,barring harmonic overlap, we can associate a particular
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frequency with a particular location in a tokamak, by carefully selecting the
detection frequency and line of sight of the responsible antenna. ECE
radiometers typically measure temperature at tens of locations at a time with
a spatial resolution on the order of a few centimeters. Tracking the evolution
of electron energy flux depends on careful analysis of the resulting data.
The most straightforward way to analyze temperature perturbations is to
simply consider various harmonics of the driving source and consider the
corresponding harmonics in the temperature. We can analyze the phase and
amplitude of the response to find the effective phase velocity of the
perturbation which can in turn be related to parameters in the selected heat
flux model. The most common example is to determine χ, the diffusion
coefficient that appears in the linearized energy transport equation. The
advantages and limitation of this method will be discussed in detail in
Section 3.
A more involved approach involves using the perturbed temperature data to
compute modulated heat flux at any given point in the perturbation cycle,
rather than using the temperature data directly. As before the heat flux can
then be related to measured profile parameters and theoretical predictions.
The advantages and limitations of this approach will be discussed in more
detail.
Both of the mentioned analysis methods are used to probe electron energy
transport in a quiescent H mode (QH mode) shot conducted at DIII-D. The
nature of the internal transport barrier that is present in the shot is
v
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Controlled, economically feasible nuclear fusion has been the holy grail of
plasma physics for the past 60 years. Understating transport has been and
continues to be a key step in bring the promise of fusion to reality. In
tokamaks both energy and particle transport exceeds neoclassical
predictions; the electron energy channel in particular is larger by about two
orders of magnitude. To transition tokamaks successfully from experimental
research devices to reliable generators of electric power we have to
understand how to maintain the high temperatures and densities prerequisite
for thermonuclear fusion.
1.1 Nuclear Fusion
The most practical nuclear reaction compatible with thermonuclear fusion is
a deuterium-tritium reaction that produces a 14.1 MeV neutron and a
3.5MeV α particle. This reaction has a larger cross section at accessible
temperatures than other candidate reactions. Even this relatively favorable
reaction requires tempartures on the order of 10keV. Clearly there will be a
large temperature gradient in any reasonably sized thermonuclear fusion
1
Figure 1.1: D-T reaction
device. Minimizing and understanding heat and particle flow due to this and
other sources of free energy present in tokamaks is a major goal of fusion
transport studies.
1.2 Tokamaks
Tokamaks provide a set of nested magnetic surfaces that attempt to
minimize radial transport and allow plasma to reach high temperature and
density required for thermonuclear fusion. To create a magnetic surface
requires a magnetic field with a poloidial component, tokamaks achieve this
by inducing a toroidal current in the plasma. While existence, stability and
evolution of nested magnetic surfaces is nontrivial, in simplest terms when
vacuum fields produce the last closed magnetic surface the enclosed magnetic
fields generally foliate into 2 dimensional closed nested flux surfaces, rather
than islands and regions where a given field line densely fills a three
dimensional volume [4].
2




Understanding and controlling radial energy and particle transport in
tokamaks is a prerequisite for commercially feasible thermonuclear fusion.
There are two main ways to approach this problem. One could start with
basic physics principles, and try to build a predictive model that describes
how the relevant field and particles evolve in a given situation. In the best
case scenario, such a model will presumably be able to describe and predict
experimental observations on the basis of fundamental particle and field
dynamics. This approach would require a better understanding of turbulent
transport than we currently possess. Formulating an experiment that can
eliminate candidate theoretical model is nontrivial, since there may be
several competing transport mechanism in any given shot.
Alternatively, one can experimentally measure energy and particle flow and
see how it changes with experimental plasma parameters, such as power
deposition profiles, rotation, temperature gradient and more. Consequently
an experimentally useful phenomenology that relates transport to well
defined experimental parameters can be synthesized.
The methods are clearly complementary and interdependent. As a simple
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example of the relationship between the two approaches we can consider the
principle of similarity, which motivated experimental scans in dimensionless
parameters [5, 19], and gave a valid parameter space of comparison between
different tokamaks. Experiments have encouraged new theoretical
developments, such as E × B shear suppression of turbulence [5], among
others. While the fluctuations that drive turbulence maybe be sidestepped in
some phenomenological models, at the very least a one dimensional, flux
averaged, closed set of fluid equations is necessary to relate observed profiles
and events to transport.
2.1 Theoretical Background
While an exact Hamiltonian for every participating particle in tokamak can
be written down, for this description be useful we would have to solve ∼ 1023
nonlinear, coupled differential equations, and make sense of the results.
Therefore a statistical description where the state of the system is cast in
terms of an ensemble-averaged distribution function fα(q, p, t), the Vlasov
equation, is developed. Vlasov equation (2.1) is an integro-differential
nonlinear equation on a six dimensional phase phase, and in most cases it is
usually too cumbersome to work with.
∂tf
α + [Hα, fα] = Cα(f) (2.1)
To simplify the situation, the first three moments (density, momentum and
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energy) of the Vlasov equation are considered to create a macroscopic fluid
description of the system. Additionally since it is transport along the radial
coordinate that is responsible for loss of energy and particles from the reactor
we can average over poloidal and toroidal angles to arrive at a set of one
dimensional transport equations. While the result is much more tractable
than the kinetic description, the evolution of the nth moment is coupled to

















ΓαTα)] + Pα (2.4)
To close the energy transport equation all the fluxes, Γα,Φα and Qα, all well
as the moments of the collision operator must be expressed in terms of the
first 3 moments of fα; Tα, nα and Vα, where α is a particle species label.
Determining proper expressions for the various fluxes is one of primary
objectives of transport research.
2.1.1 Collisional and Anomalous Transport
Transport can roughly be broken up into two components; collisional and
everything else, which is simply called ’anomalous transport’.
Anomalous transport can be driven by changes in the magnetic field
topology (ex: island formation, destruction of the nested two dimensional
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field structure and formation of a three dimensional space filling stochastic
field lines). Additionally anomalous transport can be driven by turbulence,
that may not necessarily change the topology of the magnetic field lines.
2.2 Experimental Phenomenology
2.2.1 Local Models
How we describe transport on macroscopic scales is driven by the underlying
microscopic reality. The standard approach is to disregard any collective
effects and assume the system is in local thermodynamic equilibrium. These
assumptions may fail as evidenced by long range fluctuation correlations
[5, 7], uphill energy transport [21], and other evidence inconsistent with
purely collisional statistics. In any case the simplifying assumptions yield
expressions that follow the well know Fourier’s Law.
Γα = −D∇n+ Γα,offset (2.5)
Qα = −neχe∇Te +Qα,offset (2.6)
In general every flux is a function of all gradient of thermodynamics
quantities: ∇Te,∇ne,∇u,∇Φ, this can be expressed in compact notation
(2.7), where X is vector that contains thermodynamic forces, and J is a
vector that contains all fluxes.
Ja = Lab Xb (2.7)
7
The matrix of transport coefficients relates the microscopic dynamics of the
transport processes to the macroscopic picture. We notice that in this
description the earlier offset terms can be associated with off-diagonal
elements of the transport matrix Lab.
An estimate of transport coefficients based on uncorrelated Coulomb
scattering in a toroidal geometry provided a baseline estimate; the best case
scenario. Transport predictions based on this mechanism alone are typically
1 to 2 orders of magnitude smaller than experimentally measured values.
While assumptions leading to up to equation (2.7) may not always be valid,
in the context of this document we proceed to follow that form and
parametrize flux by a linear combination of local thermodynamic forces. We
hypothesize that the anomalous effects present will be captured by this
phenomenology if we carefully measure the transport coefficients, Lab and
determine their dependence on profile parameters. The general approach is
then to vary the relevant profile parameters, independently of one another if
possible, and measure the fluxes in order to determine transport coefficients
making up Lab.
If we suspect some portion of heat flux will be driven by local nondiffusive
phenomena we can add what are called the “pinch” terms that correspond to
convective effects. In equation 2.8 Ue has units of speed and is refered to as
heat pinch velocity.
Qα = −neχe∇Te − neUeTe (2.8)
Perhaps a fundamentally better macroscopic model can be obtained by
8
building on a correct statistical description of a turbulent plasma, but this
complex subject is beyond the scope of this work.
2.2.2 Nonlocal models
We can consider a generalization of equation (2.5), that allows all regions of
the plasma to influence the heat flux at a given location.




In addition to non-locality in description of fluxes, a non-local generalization
of derivatives may be included in formulating a transport model. This
approach has seen some success in describing macroscopic transport
properties of systems that on the microscopic level are characterized by
intermittent flight and trapping events that can be associated with
anomalous diffusion[7].
2.3 Transport Barriers
In the context of turbulence driven anomalous transport, transport barriers
are believed to facilitate formation of flow shear which in turn decreases the
scale length associated with a turbulent eddies. Flow shear can be driven by
the radial electric field Er shear and momentum input from neutral beams.
Formation of internal transport barriers depends on the details of the q
profile, deposition of heating power, magnetic field strength, current drive,
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etc., but there does not appear to be a clear quantitative recipe for
producing internal transport barriers that applies to all tokamaks [23]. A
given transport barrier may effect different transport channels differently, for
example only ion particle transport could be supressed while electron
thermal energy and momentum transport are less effected, and transport
barriers may be local or broad in radial extent. [2, 10, 15].
Whether a given transport barrier is a sharply localized volume where
turbulent eddies are sheared small and transport reduced or is an outer
boundary of some larger core region with improved confinement throughout
is a question that can be approached experimentally. Experiments conducted
in the past at JET and DIII-D have been able to produce localized ITBs in
the Te channel, but have generally found these ITBs to require a more
negative shear and increased heating power compared to ion particle and
thermal energy channel only ITBs [2, 16] . In addition to discussing some
general analysis techniques, one of the aims of this document is to explore an
internal transport barrier experiment conducted at DIII-D several years ago,
see page 25.
2.4 Measuring Transport
Two methods of estimating transport coefficients are considered. Power
balance calculates χ or other parameters found in a chosen closure method
by considering the one dimensional energy transport equation (2.4). Once all
the profile parameters and power sources that appear in the equation are
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found (Tα, nα, Pα), the fluxes can be determined directly, and transport
coefficients calculated. Modulated power balance extends this approach to
periodically perturbed plasmas that are otherwise close to equilibrium. This
method is discussed in detail in chapter 4.
A simpler approach is to perturb the plasma with a localized modulated
power source, find the most powerful harmonics present, and observe how the
phase and amplitude at these harmonics evolve as we move away from the
point of deposition. Consequentially phase and amplitude profiles can be
related to transport by introducing a model that will relate these
observations to transport coefficients. In chapter 3 this approach is discussed
in greater detail.
While many periods of perturbation are desirable to achieve time dependent





The most immediately obvious way to process modulated electron
temperature data is to transform the time series data into a Fourier space
and consequently find the phase and amplitude of any given harmonic. If the
source function is known, then it is straightforward to limit analysis to the
harmonics that appear in the source. A model for the heat flux is needed to
relate these experimental values to any statements regarding transport. The
results of this analysis will depend on the model selected and well as
simplifying assumption made along the way. Given phase and amplitude
data can be interpreted differently depending on solution method.
One limitation of this method is that the number of unknowns for all but the
simplest models will be greater than the number of known quantities.
Additional assumptions based on experimental limitations (neglecting higher
order derivatives), and driven by the intractable nature of more complicated
and realistic models in this context limit the validity of this approach.
3.1 The Basic approach




∂tneT = −∇ ·Q+ Pe (3.1)
We can consider a simple form for the heat flux that for now is purely
diffusive.
Qe = −neχe∇Te (3.2)
3
2
ne∂tT = ∇ · (neχe[r]∇Te) + Pe (3.3)
Given an experiment where field parameters, say just ∇Te and Te, are varied
around some quasi-stationary state, we can linearize the expression in the
perturbed portion of the fields. We will see that even though we can linearize
the diffusion-convection with respect to the perturbation, in the end we will
have an equation that in general must be solved numerically. Starting with a
perturbed energy transport equation.
3
2
ne∂t(Te + δTe) = ∇(neχe[r]∇(Te + δTe) + (Pe + δPe) (3.4)
By linearizing in δ and decomposing the perturbed portion of the equation in
a Fourier basis, in time we arrive at a complex nonlinear differential equation






Often the region of deposition is sufficiently narrow that we can simplify the
equation significantly if we limit oursevles to regions outside the deposition
location, additionally, the imaginary portion of linearized equation 3.4 will
not not include the power term anyway. The details of these calculation can









− φ′[r]χ′[r]− χ[r]φ′′[r] = 0 (3.5)
This nonlinear differential equation is not hard to solve on a computer, all
quantities present are experimentally available, albeit the second order
derivatives may have large uncertainties and jumps. In reality this approach
is rarely implemented; typically a series of further simplifying assumptions
are made and the solution is obtained algebraically.
χ[r] = χ0
δφ′′ω[r] −→ 0
If we assume that χ is constant the situation simplifies. If all these
assumptions seem too rough it should be clear that if we desired a closed
form analytic solution that directly related local experimental data to χ it’s
14

















We can better relate this expression to our intuition of transport if we rewrite

















As could be expected, a faster thermal front velocity indicates a larger χ
value. As we move radially outward χ tends to increase, and as we approach
the point of deposition the thermal velocity will diverge and χ will too; the
model breaks down at this location. We can also see that a longer dissipative
length LδT will translate into a larger χ, describing a more thermally
conductive plasma.
The validity of assuming a constant χ to derive χ[r] is discussed in some
detail in [13, 20]. In spite of the apparent contradiction, this approach
continues to be a common analysis method when periodic profile parameter
perturbations are present.
3.2 Example FFT
To examine how the two approaches to solving the linearized heat transport
equation (3.4) differ, we use some well behaved curves to represent
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experimental data. In the first two rows of figure (3.1) steady state and
perturbed electron temperature profiles, along with the phase difference φ[r]
with respect to the ECH source are plotted. Two possibilities are overlayed,
a case with a strong localized ITB around ρ = .3, evidenced by rapid
damping of the perturbed temperature and slowdown of phase velocity, and
a shot lacking any strong localized features expect perhaps at the point of
power deposition. The pictured profiles are used to calculate χ both by
integrating equation (3.5) and by using the simpler formula (3.6), the results
are shown on the bottom row. While this is not a simulation, and there is
not a “real” χ to compare the results to, it is sufficient to notice that the two
methods, while yielding transport coefficients that are of the same order of
the magnitude, are sufficiently different to consider using both in
post-experimental analysis.
As pointed out earlier and seen in figure (3.1) the simple solution of χe
diverges rapidly near the power deposition location, while the more complete
solution does not. While the non-local solution does detect the ITB in this
case, it also tends to diverge immediately inside the ITB, this feature is more
pronounced for more spatially localized profile features.
3.3 Advantages and limitations
This method is simple and its product is unambiguous; phase and amplitude
of a given harmonic as a function of displacement that are in turn used to
compute thermal diffusivity. Compared to modulated power, balance the
16
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Figure 3.1: Solving equation (3.5) numerically may be worth the effort.
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simpler version of this method as expressed in equation (3.6) is better able to
determine local changes in diffusivity, making itself especially useful in the
context of internal transport barrier experiments [15, 16], however the
method is inherently inconsistent for large ∂rχ. A more complete approach
as expressed in equation (3.5) is inherently non-local, so while technically it
is a more accurate description of thermal diffusivity, it may be limited by
experimental noise and may be limited in its ability to detect spatially
localized transport changes. Additional tests of this method are needed to
assess it’s value and validity. Initial application to experimental data seems
to yield reasonable results.
One major simplification of this approach is the linearization of the energy
transport equation around some steady state equilibrium; it has been shown
experimentally that this approach may be inadaqute, even when the
pertubed magnitudes are separated from steady state by an order of
magnitude [9]. We should point out that in all but the most limiting case of
qoffset = 0 and
dχe
d∇Te
= 0, the best we can hope for with this approach is to
find χperte at a particular point in the macroscopic state space of the plasma.
One may call the transport coefficient computed in such manner transient [5].
Additionally any method where the results depend on the model one chooses
introduce bias; ideally the experiment can rule out a model rather than




Modulated power balance is a time dependent generalization of the power
balance method. This approach computes the heat flux, Qα, without
introducing any models. Additionally the method allows to independently
measure ECH power deposition, the result may be compared to ray tracing
codes, such as TORAY [9]. Unlike the analysis discussed in chapter 3 this
approach does not assume linearity.
4.1 The Basic Approach















ΓeTe)] + Pe (4.1)
rearrange and integrate radially outward
∫∫





























where dψ dS[ψ] is the element of volume defined by the surface area function
S[ψ] and the radial displacement by the differential dψ of the magnetic flux.
In a simplified situation where S[ψ] = 2πψL and the electrons are not














In a steady state situation time derivative will vanish and assuming we know
all the sources and sinks that comprise Pe[ρ] as well the magnetic geometry it
is straightforward to compute Qe[ρ]. Typically we are interested in how Qe
evolves in time in response to changing thermodynamic forces. In practice it
may be difficult to compute the time derivative term in equation (4.3)
accurately, hence it is desirable to calculate some averaged plasma response
to a periodic perturbation, if the perturbation is not periodic but is
nevertheless repeated coherent integration may an alternative technique for
averaging the plasma response.
4.2 Inducing a model and measuring transport
coefficients
Theoretically Qe could be a function of any number of variables but if we
postulate that its evolution over the modulation cycle is driven by n
independent thermodynamic forces we can identify the task of determining
the transport coefficients with projecting Qe’s time history onto an n
dimensional manifold where Qe must be expressible as a one-to-one function
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of the relevant thermodynamic forces. First several variables that are
believed to provide a good basis for Qe’s evolution in time are supplied.
Electron cyclotron heating by it’s design most strongly and directly effects
the (surprise) electron temperature profile; we can limit ourselves to
functions of ∇Te and Te as potential independent variables.While ∇Te and Te
may not be entirely orthogonal function, at every flux surface where their
inner product is non-vanishing they do span a 2-dimensional space, which is
typically sufficient to define Qe as one-to-one function of (∇Te and Te). If the
simple heat flux model of Qe = −χ∇Te with
∂χ
∂∇Te
= 0 is to be believed we
only need one variable, ∇Te to parametrize Qe evolution over a cycle of
modulation and χ is found by the method of least squares.
One parameter of particular practical interest is the electron temperature
threshold, ∇T ce . When ∇Te exceeds this threshold transport through the
electron channel becomes turbulent and grows quickly with increasing ∇Te.
While the physics of the transition to turbulence is interesting, any future
fusion based electrical energy generator would be careful to avoid exceeding
this critical threshold and needlessly losing energy and lowering core
temperature. The Horton model, expressed in equation (4.4), based on ETG
drift wave turbulence predicts an explicit value for the critical gradient.
Power balance analysis of experiments at the Tore Supra tokamak have
found good agreement between this model’s predictions and experimental
21




















Qe = −neχe(∇Te −∇T
c
e ) (4.6)
Principal component analysis (PCA) is the formal mathematical procedure
of finding the most efficient linear basis in which to represent a given data
set. PCA will not be reviewed in any detail here, many excellent guides are
available [14]. Suffice to say that PCA provides an economical way to
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compute diffusive and non-diffusive transport coefficients. In short given a
model of form Qe = −neχe∇Te + neUeTe, χe and De can be found.
4.3 Measuring power deposition
Given the reasonable restriction of expressing modulated Qe as a one-to-one
function of ∇Te and Te we have to deal with the experimental possibility that
our data will fail to satisfy this constraint. As an example, when the power
deposition is a simple on-off modulation one problem experienced is a sharp
discontinuity in the measured Qe at the on/off time. Since neither ∇Te or Te
will change quickly enough at this point in time to be useful as independent
variables to parametrize Qe in the sense of section (4.2) we have reconsider
how we calculate Qe in the first place. To amend this problem we change the
spatial profile of the power deposition in equation (4.3) as needed in order to
come as close as possible to a continuous description of Qe in time, as
prerequisite to parametrizing Qe by ∇Te and Te. The resulting Pe can then
be considered an independent means of verifying power deposition. Figure 4.2
shows the integral term in equation (4.3) before (dashed blue line) and after
power deposition has be altered to enforce a continuous heat flux in time.
23




Example: QH Mode with Modulated ECH
5.1 Experiment description
Quiescent H-mode shots (QH-mode) are ITB shots characterized by an edge
harmonic oscillation and an internal transport barrier. Edge harmonic
oscillation (EHO) is believed to play a role in suppressing ELMS by
enhancing particle transport near the edge and thereby reducing the edge
pressure gradient [15, 23]. In the presence of EHO, edge pressure profiles
become stiff; as the plasma gets more hot near the core the mechanism
responsible for regulating particle exhaust near the edge is able to keep up
and maintain the pressure gradient below some critical threshold. Edge
particle transport is increased while energy transport is similar to that of
more conventional H-mode shots. Whatever the edge particle mechanism
happens to be, it cannot be simply identified directly as EHO. For a detailed
analysis of QH-mode experiment please see [15].
Some information regarding the two shots considered; shot 119341 and shot
105677, is summarized in Table 5.1. Shot 105677 is an L-mode shot designed
to measure profile stiffness. These two experiments, with very different
transport properties provide a convenient context in which to examine
25
analysis techniques presented in this document.
shot 119341 105677
modulated ech power .8 (MW) 1 (MW)
deposition radius .7 .4
ECH modulation f0 25 (Hz) 25 (Hz)




) 4 ×1019 ( 1
m3
)
current 1.30 (MA) .83 (MA)
BT 2 (T) 2 (T)
Table 5.1: shot information
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Power Deposition
As described in chapter 4., we can calculate power deposition in a shot with
modulated ECH by demanding a that the heat flux at a given radial location
is a smooth function, free of sharp jumps. The spread in the power
deposition could be attributed to the edge harmonic oscillation found in shot
119341. EHO has a frequency on the order of tens of kHz, whereas ECH
heating is modulated at frequency of 25 Hz, The large discrepancy in the two
frequencies would allow the EHO to modulate the density and the refraction
angle of the ECH beam thousands of times time during one period of ECH
modulation.
As seen in Figure 5.1, the deposition is significantly broadened. A control
shot 105677 is considered in figure 5.2. While some significant broadening is
observed, the deposition profile is still significantly more focused than the
26
Figure 5.1: Corrected deposition shows a broader profile, possibly due to EHO
refracting the beam for discharge 119341
QH-mode profile .
If a mode of operation analogous to the QH-mode is to be successfully
adapted to ITER, the potential of RF power broadening due to the presence
of EHO or nonlinearities in the plasma response to external heating will have
to be taken into consideration. For example, the use of modulated ECH to
stabilize neoclassical tearing modes, a technique that depends on accurate
power deposition, may be effected. A detailed study of potential issues
associated with broadened power deposition would be useful.
5.2.2 Transport Features
The QH-mode shot considered appears to lack a localized internal transport
barrier in the electron channel. However a general reduction of electron
27
Figure 5.2: Significant broadening is observed in an EHO-free, L-mode shot
in discharge 105677
energy transport is observed, especially near the core where ion transport
levels approach neoclassical values.
All methods of computing the thermal transport coefficient considered
yielded similar results. It is notable that the integrated linearized analysis
consistently produced a χ[r] that grew more slowly in the radially outward
direction than other approaches; perhaps we need to examine the effects of
noise in phase and amplitude data on this method.
5.3 Future Work
At the present moment the algorithm that searches, through possible applied
power profiles, as described in section 4.3, will at times be overly sensitive to
28
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Figure 5.3: The ECH beam may be refracted as it passes through the edge
region
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Figure 5.4: QH-mode shot 119341 shows significant reduction of electron en-
ergy transport, steady-state power balance analysis peformered in ONETWO





everywhere in the plasma
Figure 5.5: L-mode shot 105677 shows larger thermal transport coefficients
than the QH-mode
30
the initial starting point in this search. For reliable application this issue
must be resolved.
In future ITB experiments it may be advantageous to apply modulated ECH
close to the core region, in order to maximize the extent of a region where
the simplest models of ECH power application are valid. An ITB experiment
that couples modulated ECH with a scan in steady state quantities that
determine the character of the transport barrier would shed some light on
the physics as well as experimental control of ITBs. The methods reviewed
in this document are quite general and can be easily extended to include
electron-ion thermal coupling. Momentum transport may also be added but
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